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--so tiny you cal ldn't R see it , k as that drop of wiril would come ee down and

as ifx it fell two inches this side or down that side of the roof , this would eventually

take Ax it into the Danube and it would go'way across Europe until it would come

out over there by Ttwd Turkey and the whole future course of centuries to eoe- come

of that little drop of rain would be 4ete determined by a change of ± one or two

inches at this particular point . And it is that way with ou lives . -They-aie-- The

so veF5P-iffkp~t-w4r~ ... affect out destiny for years

ahead and we en- cannot tell often just where those are , and so God pi.eMeee

promised that He will guide us with His eye aid can properly be taken as meaning

that He will see to it c that at these vital turning points we will go in the right

direction. Not w.-at-e- that at k each particular point in His life . Now, here's

a man and he says, I think that the k Lord wants me to 4o- be a foreign missionary

but I don't know whether I should go to Brazil or whether I should go to India.to- He

studies the -s4.ut- situation of his it-t- abilities and he can see no reason why

he would do particularly better in the work of one or theot1 r. He studies the situation

in am--ea both areas arri he x finds a tremendous need of the gospel there.

It may be absolutely unimportant which one he goes to . He does a good work here.

It may be absolutely unimportant whether he goes to Brazil or whether he goes to

India and yet there may be reasons in developments in the next few years N in one

of those two regions why a situation may come in which his particular ability may

exactly fit a need and determine the future of that area in a way that no ix one else

can do, and it may lx be the most important thing in his whole life, decision

that he makes. God has promised that He sill lead us , that he will guide us with

His eye. And we have to look to Him not merely to know which decision to make

but to know what decisions are de- important dee44io decisions in our x lives.
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